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text 

ff.4v-37r  Germanicus, Aratea, with scholia Strozziana  

 

fol. 1v  IN HOC CODICE FRAGMENTVM ARATI DE SIGNIS CAELESTIBVS ET  

 IGINIVS PHILOSOPHVS DE IMAGINIBVS CONTINETVR:  

 

ff. 2r-2v ARATUS SICIONIVS IN SICILIA NOVITER REPERTVS INCIPIT FELICITER. Aratus quidem 

fuit Athinodori patris filius. matris autem delitophyle — loqui peritie mathematice 

repperimus.  (= ‘Aratus genus’ section (V) from the Revised Aratus latinus, cf. 

Maass 1898, pp. 146-50) 

 

 (note: there are numerous small lacunae in the text. These holes also appear in 

Barb lat 77 and London BL Add 15819.  In Urb.lat. 1358, the lacunae to not relate to 

damage to the folio, so must have been copied from the model.  In the margin, 

there is a note: delete sunt littere et legi haud quaque possunt. The text reads: 

 

 (fol. 2r) Dicidisse  autem eum et  odisseam […] inquit // (fol. 2v)  quasi presidetur 

ad imperatore […] scripsisse homerum et ei direxisse […] conpluribus. Factus […]ut 

testatur calim[…] propter paxipa[…] autem pelusinus cum quo […] inquit eum apud  

Antipatrum […] permanisisse tempore […] earum quoque  sumministrationem ab 

Antigono accepisse … 

 

 

ff. 2v-4v Cęlum circulis V distinguitur quorum duo — Connexio vero piscium comunem 

 habet stellam. (= excerpts from the scholia Strozziana, cf. Breysig, pp. 105-09) 
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  (note: on fol. 3r, there are another set of lacunae. The text reads: 

 

  … qui octava parte […] verum octava libre […] ut circuli in […] ut habitabilis 

  […] ob rigorem quod […] sol abest Sub qui quidam […] cydropie et ethiopie 

maximam partam … 

 

ff. 4v-36v Ab iove  principium magno deduxit aratus  

 Carminis at nobis genitor tu maximus auctor —  

 Hic primos ortus crater premit ulterioris 

 Vocalis rostro corvi super ydraque lucet.  

 (= Germanici Caesaris Aratea, vv. 1-430) 

 

 (note: As with many of the manuscripts in this family,  Vat. Urb. Lat 1358 is missing several 

lines in the second half of the poem. The missing verses are: v. 206 (the combined line 

reads: Andromede vero radiat qua stella sub ipsa); vv. 248-50; 255-57;  270-72; 278-80; 

284-86; 289-90 (there is no picture here, so the text runs smoothly along, despite the 

lacuna);  315-17; 321-23; 328-30; 333-35;  341; 344-46; 356-58; 363-65; 379-81; 393-95; 

414-16; 426-28.) 

 

 

ff. 5r-37r  scholia Strozziana: QVeritur quare ab Iove cępit et non a musis  ut homero —  

 (ends  incompletely)  Habet stellas in labris obscuras .2. Per singula latera. (cf 

Breysig 1867, pp. 109- 181, line 14) 

 

 (note: in margin has: deest in exemplari) 

 

ff. 37r-39r Ethereum venit taurus super imbribus atrum —  

 Hec eadem tibi signa dabunt non irrita pisces.  

 (= Breysig 1867, fragm. iii, vv. 52-163 (pp. 47-54)). 

 

ff.39r-41 bis r Solem per se ipsum constat moveri non cum mundo — namque his certissimus 

auctor.  

 (= excerpt from scholia Strozziana, cf. Breysig 1867, pp. 193-202) 

 

ff.41bis v-45r A Bruma in favonium, cesari  nobilia sidera — ab equinoctio dicimus fieri. (= excerpt 

from Pliny, NH, XVIII; cf. Breysig 1867, pp. 203-09) 

 

ff. 45v-47r Ante omnia autem duo esse nomina celestis  — segete non esse noxias 
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  tempestates. (= excerpt from Pliny, NH, XVIII; cf. Breysig 1867, pp. 210-15)  

 

fol. 47r-47v Vertices extremos circa quos celi spera — Sunt omnes viginti.  

 (= excerpt from scholia Strozziana; cf. Breysig 1867, pp. 111- 12, esp. see the note 

at the bottom of p. 112). 

 

ff. 47v-54v Primum a sole in capiemus presagia. purus oriens manu sinistra bootis (= Pliny,  

  NH, XVIII, 341-42; which then jumps to Hyginus, Astronomica, IV, 6-14, ending 

incompletely) exteriori parte circuli pervenit coniuncta — spacium impleat lumine. 

Si quis. Non (Check) plus invenitur. 

 

ff. 55r-56v  blank 

 

ff. 57r-121v Hyginus, Astronomica, Books I-IV (for the contents of the rest of the manuscript, 

see the catalogue of Hyginus manuscripts). 

 

 

illustrations 
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fol. 3r  Planisphere. For further descriptions, see the notes by ELLY DEKKER in the 

catalogue of planispheres.  
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fol. 4v Jupiter sits on his grey wash eagle. His body faces left and he holds a handful of 

pink flames in his extended right hand and a sceptre with a gold top in his left, 

which rests on his shoulder. He has a halo made up of 3 concentric circles of 

violet wash around his head and wears a pink mantle, so his right shoulder and 

arm are exposed. He is bearded. His eagle stands facing towards the right and 

stands on a looped piece of grey cloth. 

 

ff. 6v-36v Drawings in light brown/tan ink and wash with touches of pink, yellow 

 and violet wash and isolated instances of gilt details throughout. In this section 

illustrating the Germanicus Aratea, there are drawings of 43 constellations 

(with Sagitta depicted twice), plus the Pleiades, with stars marked by  gold  

dots. The missing constellations are: Equuleus, Libra and Corona Austrinus. 

 

All the constellations have stars, indicated by gold dots: 

 

URSA MINOR (grey wash):3 in the upper body, 1 in the belly and 3 in the tail, or 7 in all. 

 

URSA MAIOR (grey wash): 7 in the head, 2 in the neck, 3 in the chest, 2 in the front legs, 

1 in the back, 3 in the lower back, 1 in the tail, 2 in the legs and  2 in the feet, or 23 in 

all. 

 

DRACO (green wash): 3 in the head, and 11 in the body, or 14 in all. 

 

OPHIUCHUS (pink wash in body, green in the snake and the leaves of the tree): 1 in the 

stick, 1 in the head, 1 in the shoulder, 1 on the elbow, 1 in the hand, 2 in the buttocks, 1 

in the groin, 1 in the thigh, 2 in the legs, 2 on the feet (?), 1 in the right leg, 1 in the 

right knee, 2 in the right shin, 1 in the right foot and  7 on the skin, or 25 in all. 

 

CORONA BOREALIS (grey-green wash): 9 stars 

 

GEMINI (left = mantle with violet outside and green inside; right = mantle with pink 

outside and violet inside): Left Twin: 1 in the head, 2 in the breast, 3 in the arm, 1 in the 

knee, and 3 in the feet, or 10 in all. Right Twin: 1 in the head, 2 in the shoulders, 1 in 

the hand,1 in the elbow, 2 in the thigh and  2 in the feet,  or 9 in all. 

 

CANCER: 6 in the claws, 3 in the body, and 6 in the legs, or 15 in all. 
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VIRGO (pink wings and a violet robe): 2 in each wing, 2 in the shoulders, 1 at the bottom 

of the wing, 1 right hand, 2 in the left hand and  6 in the thighs, or 16 in all. 

 

BOOTES (pink robe and pink scabbard): 2 in his club, 2 in his right hand, 1 in his head, 1 

in his shoulder, 2 in his strap, 2 in his left shoulder and  1 on each foot, or 12 in all. 

 

Leo (green wash): 3 in his head, 2 in his neck, 1 in his chest, 1 in his left forepaw, 3 in 

his back, 2 in the tail and 2 in the back feet, or 14 in all. 

 

AURIGA (violet and grey-blue (silver?) cart, pink dress, reins and bridle): 1 in the head, 2 

in the shoulders, 2 in the left hand, 1 in the right hand and  2 in the knees, or 8 in all. 

 

TAURUS (grey wash): 2 in the horns, 2 in the head,1 in the nose, 1 in the neck, 2 in front 

of the neck (?), 1 in the chest, 5 in the legs and  3 on the back, or 17 in all. 

 

CEPHEUS (violet robe, pink mantle and scabbard, yellow boots): 2 in head, 2 in 

shoulders, 1 in each hand, 1 in each elbow, 3 in his waist, 1 on his hem, 2 in his legs, 3 

on left foot and 2 on the right foot, or 18 in all. 

 

CASSIOPEIA (violet throne, pink robe and black sandals): 1 in her head, 2 at the top of 

the throne, 2 in her neck, 1 in her breast, 1 in her belly, 1 in each hand, 2 on the seat of 

the throne and  2 (or 3) in her lap, or 13 in all. 

 

ANDROMEDA (violet rocks and dress, pink sandals): 1 in her head, 2 in her shoulders, 3 in 

her chest, 4 in her dress, 2 in her knees, 2 in her right foot, 1 in her left foot, 1 on each 

elbow and  1 in her right hand, or 18 in all. 

 

PEGASUS: 2 in its ears, 1 on the forelock, 3 in the face, 1 in the chest, 1 in the leg, 1 in 

the shoulder, 5 in the wings and  1 in the belly, or  15 in all. 

Aries: 1 in its horn, 3 in its nose, 2 in its neck, 4 in the hooves and 3 in the belly, or 13 in 

all. 

 

TRIANGULUM: 3 stars 

 

Pisces (green wash): 13 in the top fish, 12 in the cord and 7 in the bottom fish, or 32 in 

all. 
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PERSEUS (violet cape): 1 in his head, 2 in his shoulders,1 in his back, 1 in his hip, 4 in his 

legs, 2 in his feet, 1 in each hand, 1 in his right elbow, 1 in the halberd and 3 in the 

Medusa, or 17 in all. 

 

PLEIADES (gold parapet with dresses alternating between violet, dark purple and green): 

no stars. 

 

LYRA (green wash): 9 stars 

 

CYGNUS (grey wash): 5 in right wing, 5 in left wing, 1 in head, 1 in chest and  1 in tail, or 

13 in all. 

 

AQUARIUS (cape is purple on the outside and green on the inside): 2 in his head, 1 in his 

shoulder, 6 in his body, 1 in each hand, 1 in skirt, 2 in legs and 1 on each foot, or  15 in 

all. There are 31 stars on his stream. 

 

CAPRICORN: 4 in his horns, 2 in his head, 1 in his nose, 1 in his beard, 2 on his forefeet, 

2 in his tail, 11 in the ring and 2 on his chest, or 25 in all. 

 

SAGITTARIUS (skin has a purple underside): 2 in his head, 1 in his shoulder, 2 in his bow, 

2 in his arrow, 1 on the skin, 2 in his back, 1 in the belly and 2 on the rump, or 13 in all 

and 2 stars in SAGITTA. 

 

AQUILA: 1 in its head, 2 in its wings, 1 in its neck, or 4 in all. There are 4 stars in 

Sagitta. 

 

Delphinus (green wash): 1 in mouth, 1 in gill, 4 in body, 1 on belly and 1 in tail, or in all 

8. 

 

ORION (purple cloak with green lining and a violet dress): 3 in his head, 2 in his 

shoulders, 3 in his waist, 1 on his elbow, 4 in his sword, 1 on each knee and 1 on each 

foot, or 17 in all. 

 

CANIS MAIOR (black collar): 1 in mouth, 1 in head, 2 in neck, 4 in feet, 3 in chest, 1 in 

shoulder, 3 in belly, 3 in the tail and 1 in the left hind foot, or  19 in all. 

 

LEPUS (note: under-drawing in pencil is visible): 
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NAVIS (brown wash): 3 on top of ship, 3 in mast, 5 at bottom, 5 in oars, 4 on the poop, or 

20 in all. 

 

CETUS (green-grey wash): 6 in body and 9 in tail, or  15 in all. 

 

ERIDANUS (violet urn and green water): 7 in his head, 6 in his arm, 3 in his knees and 2 

on his feet, or 18 in all. 

 

PISCIS AUSTRINUS (green wash with purple along spine): 12 stars 

 

ARA (violet wash) 2 in flames and 2 in altar, or 4 in all. 

 

CENTAURUS (violet cap and skin/mantle): 4 in his head, 1 on his skin, 1 on back, 2 on 

rump, 3 in tail, 2 in back legs, 2 on belly, 3 on chest and 5 in front hooves, or  23 in all. 

In addition there are 5 in u (rabbit) in in hand and 2 in dish. 

 

Hydra: 3 in head, 6 in neck, groups of 3 and 4 and 2 on body and 10 in tail, or 28 in all. 

 

CRATER: 9stars. 

 

CORVUS: 5 stars. 

 

fol. 37r Sol as a female figure, dressed in a violet wash dress and standing in a gold 

quadriga drawn by white four horses that are splayed into two pairs and have 

black harnesses. She holds the reins in her left hand and a sceptre with a gold 

top in her right. 

 

fol. 40r An exact copy of the picture on fol. 37r, except the female figure wears a pink 

robe and the bridles and harnesses are also pink. 

 

fol. 41bisr Luna in her chariot which is flanked by two bulls moving towards the right. Her 

blonde hair in not covered and she wears a violet wash dress, but no cloak. She 

faces the viewer and has a black (silver?) crescent moon on her head and points 

with her right hand to the staff with a gold top she carries in her left hand. 

 

fol. 47v Austronotus is male and is half-human and half-lion. He has a 3 gilt flowers and 

stems in each of his hands, held out to either side and a fringed band where the 

human part meets the grey wash lion part. His body is not marked by stars.  
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